
Opportunism without Deliberation?Louise PryorDepartment of Arti�cial IntelligenceUniversity of Edinburgh80 South BridgeEdinburgh EH1 1HNScotlandlouisep@dai.ed.ac.ukIntroductionRecently, increasing attention has been given to theproblem of how to produce goal-directed behaviour inthe real world. The approaches taken vary along a spec-trum from trying to extend the scope of classical plan-ning techniques in systems such as Cassandra (Pryor& Collins 1996) and buridan (Kushmerick, Hanks, &Weld 1995); via including execution in plan constructionsystems such as Sage (Knoblock 1995); through develop-ing systems such as raps that execute ready-made plans(Firby 1989; 1996); to the design of systems that com-pile plans into sets of reaction rules (Schoppers 1987;Schoppers & Shu 1996). It seems reasonable to supposethat eventually much of this work will converge some-where near the centre and will result in systems thatseamlessly integrate plan construction with plan execu-tion, thus allowing planning, re-planning and acting tobe interleaved. Indeed, this is the theme of much recentresearch as evidenced by many of the papers includedin these Working Notes.There is, of course, disagreement about whether thiseventual aim is best approached by starting from theplan construction end and adding in more exibility,or by starting from the plan execution end and addingin more deliberation. In this brief paper I describe anexample of the latter approach and consider how muchexible goal-directed behaviour can be achieved withwhat appear to be minimal deliberative capabilities.The next section describes a plan execution system,pareto,1 that can recognise and take advantage of alarge class of opportunities (Pryor 1996b). The follow-ing section discusses the forms of deliberation present inpareto. The �nal section considers the achievementsand shortcomings of the system.1Planning and Acting in Realistic Environments byThinking about Opportunities. The economist, sociologistand philosopher Vilfredo Pareto (1848{1923) is best knownfor the notion of Pareto optimality and for the Pareto dis-tribution, neither of which is used in this work. Pareto isdescribed in detail in (Pryor 1994).

How Pareto worksPareto is based on the raps plan execution system(Firby 1987; 1989). When pareto acquires a new goal,it looks in its library of raps (sketchy plans) for one thatwill achieve the goal. A rap (Reactive Action Package)speci�es all the di�erent methods that might be used toachieve a goal. Each method consists of subgoals thatmust be achieved to execute the plan.Having chosen a rap for the goal, pareto adds a newtask to its task agenda. A task consists of a goal anda rap that will achieve it. Pareto's execution cycleconsists of choosing a task and processing it:Either If it has succeeded remove it from the agenda;Or If it is described by a rap choose the appropriatemethod, based on the state of the world at the timethat the processing takes place, and add a new taskto the task agenda for each new goal;Or Perform the primitive action speci�ed by the task.The original task is reprocessed after all its subtaskshave succeeded. Their success does not guarantee thesuccess of the original task as some time may passbetween their execution and its repeat processing.Pareto's OpportunismPareto's world was built using the truckworld sim-ulator (Firby & Hanks 1987; Hanks, Pollack, & Cohen1993). A delivery truck travels between locations, en-countering and manipulating objects as it goes. Thereare three building sites whose workers use the truck torun delivery errands such as \fetch something to carrymy tools in." There are over 30 types of object inpareto's world, of which 20 are used for deliveries. Atany moment, there are typically well over 100 di�er-ent objects at the various locations. Pareto receivesdelivery orders at random intervals, with a typical runinvolving between seven and twelve separate deliveries.The world is unpredictable: the truck can sense onlythose objects at its current location; objects may spon-taneously change location; and actions may fail to havethe desired results.



Pareto operates opportunistically in this environ-ment. It can recognise opportunities that involve chan-ging the plan used to achieve a goal, and opportunit-ies for goals that have not yet been planned for (Pryor1996b). For example, suppose the truck is on its way toa speci�c location where it believes there to be a bag,which it intends to use to ful�ll a goal to �nd somethingthat can be used to carry tools, and that it also has an-other goal to �nd something with which to cut twine.As it passes through another location it spots a box anda pair of scissors. Pareto recognises the presence ofthese objects as opportunities for its two goals, eventhough picking up the box will involve abandoning itsintention to fetch the bag. It recognises the opportunitypresented by the scissors even if it has not yet chosenany plan at all for the cut-twine goal.In taking advantage of these opportunities paretoswitches its focus of attention between its goals in sucha way that it never loses track of its principal objectives(Pryor 1996a). It picks up the scissors, then the bag,and then goes o� to deliver the scissors. It does notget side tracked by repeatedly abandoning its currenttask in order to pursue an opportunity, from which it isthen distracted by a further opportunity, and so on.Pareto's ArchitecturePareto's architecture is shown in Figure 1. There arethree levels in the architecture envisaged by Firby:Reasoner Performs plan construction and adaptation,and any other deliberation that might be required;Execution system Fills in the details of the sketchyplans based on the situations that are encountered;Hardware control system Translates the actions inthe sketchy plans into control processes that can beexecuted by the agent.The hardware interface and information sources providethe means of communication between these layers.The current implementation of pareto uses a sim-ulated hardware controller in the form of a simulatedrobot delivery truck. There is, however, no integratedreasoner in the system. In Firby's vision of this ar-chitecture, the reasoner would construct new plans (allpareto's raps have been hand coded) and make stra-tegic decision about how to combine plans for the vari-ous goals, what methods should be used to accomplishgoals, and which goals should be pursued. The reasonerwould do this through deliberation, using informationfrom the rap library, task agenda, and memory. Itwould communicate with the execution system via thesame modules.Despite the lack of a full reasoner, pareto can per-form some reasoning tasks. Its plans can specify actsof inference that should be performed, just as they can
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Figure 1: Pareto's architecturespecify physical actions. It might also be argued thatpareto performs reasoning in order to recognise oppor-tunities. However, the opportunity recognition mechan-ism involves minimal reasoning and is performed almostentirely within the rap interpreter and the task selector,as described in the following section.Deliberation in ParetoAlthough pareto's architecture is envisaged as beingcomposed of the three distinct layers shown in Figure 1,it is not nearly so clear-cut in practice. There are atleast four types of activity performed by pareto thatcould be said to be deliberative, only one of which |explicit inference | takes place in the reasoning layer.The others | implicit inference, opportunity recogni-tion and opportunity pursuit | are governed by theexecution layer.Opportunity recognitionPareto recognises and pursues opportunities through aprocess involving alternate �ltering and analysis stages(Figure 2). All �ltering and most analysis takes placein the task selector module of the execution layer.The idea behind this process is that there is an op-portunity for a goal if the goal is easy to achieve andif pursuing it will not interact adversely with any othergoals (Pryor & Collins 1994). Because of the complex-ity of both the agent's environment and its goals, it is
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Figure 2: Recognising opportunitiesimpossible to perform a detailed analysis of all possibleways of achieving every goal (Pryor 1996b). Instead,pareto uses a heuristic �lter to indicate those goalsthat are potentially easy to achieve. The goals thathave been indicated are then analysed in more detail tosee whether they are genuinely easy to achieve. Findingproblematic interactions is also extremely complex, anda similar heuristic �lter is used to indicate those thatshould be analysed in more detail.Neither �lter involves any reasoning. They both in-volve comparing two sets of reference features2 andlooking for matches. The analysis for easy achieve-ment is also simple to perform. A task on the taskagenda is considered to be easy to achieve either if ithas already succeeded or if it is not waiting for anyother tasks to complete. Both these determinations areperformed routinely by the task selector in other con-texts: whenever a task is selected for processing a checkis made to see whether it has already succeeded, and ex-cept for unexpected opportunities only those tasks notwaiting for any others are considered for expansion.The only stage in the opportunity recognition processthat involves true deliberation is the analysis of poten-tially problematic interactions, and this is performedby the reasoning layer. When a potential opportun-ity is indicated as having a potentially problematic in-teraction with another task, a new task is created toreason about the interaction. This new task is placedon the task agenda, and constraints added to ensurethat it is expanded before the tasks whose interaction2Simple functionally relevant characterisations such assharp (Pryor 1996b).

is to be analysed. The new task uses the explicit infer-ence mechanism discussed below. The reason for addinga new task is that detailed analysis of interactions maybe arbitrarily complex: it is a signi�cant activity thatshould be treated on a par with other planned activities(Pryor & Collins 1991).Opportunity pursuitThe pursuit of opportunities is governed by the taskselector, whose job is to choose a task for expansionfrom the task agenda. At any time during executionpareto's task agenda may hold tasks at varying levelsof abstraction, ranging from tasks that have not beenexpanded at all to those consisting of single primitiveactions. Some of these tasks may be waiting for othertasks to complete, or for speci�c situations to obtain.However, there are usually many tasks that are eli-gible for processing, and pareto must choose one ofthem. The mechanism that it uses to make this choiceis based on the notion of opportunities (Pryor & Collins1994); whenever pareto must choose a task to process,it chooses from among those tasks for which there aregood opportunities.The way in which pareto decides what to do nexttakes four important factors into account. These factorscan be expressed as desiderata for reasonable behaviour:� Concentrate on important goals;� Seize opportunities;� Avoid unnecessary interruptions;� Don't get side tracked.In general, no single factor can be taken as being morecrucial than the others; the balance between them var-ies according to the circumstances. None of them isdesirable in all circumstances. Pareto uses simpleheuristics, based partly on annotations attached to itsgoals, to balance the conicting factors (Pryor 1996a).It does not analyse the likely e�ects of any of the pos-sible courses of action.Implicit inferencePareto's inference consists entirely of various typesof plausible (i.e., non-deductive) reasoning, much of itimplicit. The principle type of implicit inference thatis performed is through property inheritance. If anobject is known to be of a particular class, such asa safe, it can be assumed to have all the propertiesthat safe usually have. For example, pareto assumesthat examining the front of the safe will inform itwhether the safe is open or locked; that the safe willhave a combination; that it can be opened using thecombination; that it can contain other objects; and soon. These implicit inferences about safes and otherobjects are built into the raps that it uses to achieve



(define-rap(index (find-safe-combination ?safe => ?comb))(succeed (and (combination ?safe ?comb)(not (= ?comb unknown))))(method(task-net(t1 (discover-owner ?safe => ?owner)(for t2))(t2 (discover-birthday ?owner => ?date)(for t3))(t3 (mem-assert-p (combination ?safe ?date)))))) Figure 3: Finding the combination of a safeits goals. For example, consider the rap for �nding outa safe's combination shown in �gure 3. It uses the(admittedly unusual) property of all safes in pareto'sworld: the combination is always the of the owner.This rap also demonstrates pareto's ability to makedeliberate assertions to its memory (assertions are usu-ally made as a result of the receipt of sensory data).Raps may also sanction other inferences. One subtaskof �nding an object is checking that it meets the criteriafor the delivery goal: part of the rap that does this isshown in Figure 4. There is no explicit inference step.Although this is de�nitely deliberation that pareto isperforming, it is not taking place in the reasoning layer.Instead, this deliberation is planned in advance and isperformed implicitly as the plan is executed.Explicit inferenceAs well as the forms of implicit inference described inthe previous sections, pareto can perform explicit in-ference. A rap method can consist of a reasoning re-quest, signifying that a request should be sent to thereasoner for the appropriate reasoning to be performed.This is analogous to the way in which a rap methodconsisting of a primitive action signi�es that an instruc-tion should be sent to the hardware controller. Paretocan currently handle four types of reasoning request, us-ing special-purpose Lisp code for each.The infer-default reasoning request is used to infera default value for a property of an object. It is used ifit is for any reason impossible to observe the propertyin question and an assumption must be made about thevalue. The way in which this reasoning request is im-plemented allows fully general reasoning to be used: forexample, default values may depend on a combinationof other properties of the object, or on its current loca-tion.The infer-examine-for-match reasoning request isused to determine how to examine an object when try-ing to determine whether it can be identi�ed with onethat has been observed previously. Pareto, like theraps system on which it is based, cannot automatic-

(define-rap(index (check-object-ok ?object ?type?color ?size))...(method(context (and (or (= ?type dont-care)(type ?object ?type true))(or (= ?color dont-care)(color ?object ?color))(or (= ?size dont-care)(size ?object ?size))))(task-net(t1 (mem-assert-p (object-ok ?object ?type?color ?sizetrue))))) ... )Figure 4: Checking an object against goal criteriaally distinguish one object from another of the sametype (Firby 1987). For example, it may see a box atthe location base, having previously put a hammer intoone at the same place. If it is to recover the hammer,it must identify the box as being the same as the oneit previously encountered. To perform such identi�ca-tions, pareto tries to match all the previously observedproperties of the object in question, such as its size andcolour. Pareto's powers of observation are limited,and the properties it observes depend on the way inwhich it examines an object. For example, whether asafe is open or locked can be observed by examining itsfront, but its top must be examined in order to �ndout who its owner is.The infer-examine-for-match reasoning requestuses information about the object to be identi�ed andthe properties of any other objects that are currentlybelieved to be at the same location to decide what obser-vation should be made. There are two cases: either theobject that pareto is trying to identify has a propertythat hasn't been checked for all the candidate objects,or there is an object of the right type with a propertyvalue other than that required, and that property hasnot been checked for all candidate objects.The analyze-potential-interaction reasoning re-quest is used to determine whether there is a genuinelyproblematic interaction between two tasks. The �lteringstage mentioned above indicates the type of interactionwhose possibility should be analysed. For example, ifpareto is considering picking up a roll of wallpaperwhen it is already carrying a knife there may be a cutinteraction. The analysis of potential interactions mayrequire further information about the current circum-stances: e.g., a cut interaction will only take place if theknife's blade is extended. If the blade is retracted,the wallpaper is safe. A reasoning request may there-fore add further tasks to the agenda, such as one toexamine the blade of the knife.



An analyze-potential-interaction reasoning re-quest not only determines whether a potential inter-action is genuinely problematic, it also �nds and initi-ates a method of involving those interactions that areproblematic. For example, if pareto determines thatthe potential cut interaction is likely to take place, itwill add a task to retract the blade of the knife to thetask agenda, together with the appropriate constraintsto ensure that the new task is expanded before the po-tentially interacting tasks. There are four simple avoid-ance strategies used by pareto:� Postpone one of the task involved in the interactionuntil the other has �nished;� Delay one of the tasks for a speci�c period of time;� Perform actions to prevent the occurrence of the in-teraction;� Note that the interaction is unavoidable.Pareto uses the same avoidance strategy every time inencounters a particular type of interaction. In general,strategies to handle interactions could be highly con-tingent and involve arbitrarily complex changes to thetasks on the task agenda. McDermott 1992 describessome of the transformation that are possible. Perhapsthe most obvious omission in pareto is that it is un-able to rule out the use of a particular object for thefurtherance of a given goal.The solve-problem reasoning request is used to �nda rap for a particular goal. There is currently justone problem-solver in pareto, which �nds a routefrom one location to another using simple breadth-�rstsearch. As well as being called explicitly via reason-ing requests problem solvers are called automaticallywhenever pareto fails to �nd a rap in its library.3ConclusionPareto is capable of surprisingly exible behaviourconsidering the fact that it uses very little deliberation.Much of this exibility is produced by a combination ofFirby's plan execution algorithm and a signi�cant bodyof knowledge that is in e�ect compiled in to pareto'sdomain and plan representations. The little delibera-tion that is performed is not, on the whole, directedtowards the analysis of cause and e�ect or towards pro-jecting the course of future events.Compiled knowledgePareto's ability to operate robustly in a dynamic worldis founded largely on its plan representation languageand plan execution algorithm, which both come from3This functionality was provided in Firby's raps system,but was undocumented. The mechanism in pareto is aslightly altered version of that used by Firby.

Firby's raps system. The plans themselves embodya large amount of object-level domain knowledge, en-abling many implicit inferences along the lines of thosedescribed above. The hierarchical structure of the plansembodies meta-knowledge about how tasks should bestructured in the domain, and the plan execution al-gorithm embodies domain-independent meta-knowledgeabout how to cope with plan failure (Firby 1989). In-vestigations which have been made into the possibilityof adapting pareto for use in domains other than theone for which it was originally designed have supportedthe idea that pareto's architecture and plan repres-entation language are essentially domain-independent(Cheng 1995; Green 1996). In other words, the rap lan-guage is su�ciently expressive to represent knowledgeabout a range of di�erent domains.The second type of knowledge on which pareto reliesis to be found in its reference features, which are usedextensively in the opportunity recognition mechanism.Reference features represent the functional tendencies ofelements in pareto's world (Pryor 1996b): for example,an object with the reference feature sharp tends to cutsoft objects, scratch harder ones, burst membranes andsever taut strings. The term sharp labels a collection ofrelated e�ects. Knowledge about causal e�ects is thusrepresented in pareto by attaching reference featuresto objects in the world and to its goals. Pareto usesthis knowledge in its heuristic �lters, without ever hav-ing to reason explicitly about the associated causal ef-fects. The analysis of potential easy achievement alsouses compiled knowledge: this time, knowledge that isrepresented in the raps about the circumstances underwhich tasks have been achieved and about the interde-pendencies between tasks.Finally, pareto's mechanism for choosing betweentasks relies partly on annotations attached to its goalsabout their priority (Pryor 1996a). For example, somegoals are labelled as being urgent, others as being pre-servation goals, and so on. These annotations are atype of reference feature and are heuristic in operation.Focussed deliberationThe little explicit deliberation that pareto does per-form is very focussed. For example, when paretoanalyses a potentially problematic interaction betweentasks it already knows the form the interactions willtake and the elements involved. It does not examineany other possibilities. The other types of explicit de-liberation are equally speci�c. Deliberation in paretois therefore implemented through special-purpose Lispfunctions: there is no general-purpose reasoning facil-ity. Because reasoning is treated like any other plannedactivity it is fairly simple to add in new reasoning cap-



abilities: all that is needed is a new type of primitivereasoning action, which can then be used in writing newraps. It was mentioned above that pareto cannot �ndan existing rap for a goal it can use a problem solver toconstruct a new one. Currently, only one type of prob-lem solver exists, but it would certainly be possible towrite others. Again, the reasoning performed would bespeci�c to the type of goal.We can see, then, that there is plenty of scope for ex-pansion in pareto's reasoning layer through the addi-tion of further ad hoc modules. It would also be possibleto add more general-purpose capabilities that would usethe same interface to the rest of the system. More in-teresting is the notion of extending the reasoning layerto perform a more central role in the execution process,for example by being involved in the process of selectingtasks to be expanded or choosing a method for a partic-ular task. Extending pareto in this way would moveit further towards the deliberation end of the spectrumdiscussed in the Introduction.LimitationsThe implementation of pareto in a simulated domainhas demonstrated that the opportunity recognition �lterbased on reference features is feasible, but not that itwill be e�ective in a real-world domain. The potentialproblems of scaling-up have not been addressed.Moreover, the range of opportunities that pareto canrecognise is limited. It can only recognise opportunit-ies whose pursuit does not involve substantial changesto its plans for other goals. This is because it cannotcombine its plans in advance: it cannot, for example,decide to use a less e�cient route to get somewhere be-cause doing so would enable it to further another goalin some way. In this limitation to immediate opportun-ities, pareto is very much staying within the originalraps philosophy of being guided by the actual circum-stances that it encounters.Another limitation of the limited deliberation inpareto is the lack of exibility in threat avoidance.Pareto has a small number of crude strategies foravoiding problematic interactions between tasks, buthas no general threat detection or avoidance mechan-isms. Again, this is consistent with being guided bythe circumstances that are encountered. The additionof more deliberative power to pareto would certainlyincrease its range of behaviour. One reason for eschew-ing an over-reliance on deliberation is that delibera-tion may be computationally costly, and may reducereal-time responsiveness in dynamic environments. Todate, pareto has not been implemented in such envir-onments so this has not been an issue.
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